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sloantbone
Stranger from the

next universe

 

Registered:

02/15/11

Posts: 1,040

Loc: Canada 

 Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie (Full

Documentary) 
    #18157534 - 04/23/13 09:20 PM (7 days, 23 hours ago)

I just watched it and think Greer did a great job.
The remarks by the Stanford researcher re the tiny being were inconclusive, but he can be
forgiven for being scientific, which is his job, after all.
Hopefully more will be known in time as to the real nature and origins of the being.
But it has opened a window, and that's important.

The rest of the documentary, the eyewitnesses, history, technology demos, etc. was
impressive, imho.
Just one thing I would have omitted, which was a short vid clip of a man trying to dive into
a frozen swimming pool, presented as an illustration of the prevailing ignorance of the
majority of the population.
It was out of place, I thought, but there is a saying about there being wisdom in making a
thing imperfect.

I thought I would post it so others could get a chance to see it as well.
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It is a good day to wake the fuck up 

Edited by sloantbone (04/29/13 10:37 PM)

gshock50

 

Registered:

04/24/11

Posts: 323

Last seen: 20

hours, 13 minutes

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: sloantbone]
    #18162779 - 04/24/13 07:20 PM (7 days, 1 hour ago)

Going to check it out later. Sub'd.

--------------------
"It is the nature of the wise to resist pleasures, but the foolish to be a slave to them. "

1EyeCries  Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: gshock50]
    #18163458 - 04/24/13 09:39 PM (6 days, 23 hours ago)

just posting to find vid later
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Registered:

07/21/10

Posts: 1,195

Loc: Earth

Edit: Just watched the whole thing

--------------------

The medicinal values & beneficial qualities of LSD and Psilocybin
Cluster Headaches

*ClusterBusters*

Edited by 1EyeCries (04/24/13 11:35 PM)

zzripz
Stranger

Registered:

12/23/08

Posts: 3,399

Loc: Manchester,

UK

Last seen: 4 hours,

47 minutes

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: 1EyeCries]
    #18166919 - 04/25/13 04:01 PM (6 days, 5 hours ago)

DAMN, I watched half earlier on and now it has already been taken down cause of
copyright!!!

sloantbone
Stranger from the

next universe

 

Registered:

02/15/11

Posts: 1,040

Loc: Canada 

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: zzripz]
    #18166999 - 04/25/13 04:10 PM (6 days, 5 hours ago)

Quote:

zzripz said:

DAMN, I watched half earlier on and now it has already been taken down
cause of copyright!!!

Well for what it is worth.....I think that guy Steven Greer is not as sincere as he makes out.
Why would he not just let the world watch the video without needing to have people pay
$10 to see it.

It was a low tech video and he produced it from donations.
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Furthermore......I wish to add some inside information from on of the people that have
been to his seminars.

The letter follows in the quote.

Quote:

Since there has been much talk of the Sirius documentary of late, I consider it
important to assess the man behind the documentary. I'm especially
concerned as The Allies of Humanity detail that there are human operatives
working to further the alien intervention's goals. I believe Greer is one of them.

You may be familiar with his CE-5 Initiative events where he charges money to
take people out in hopes of initiating contact with a UFO. A person who
partook in one of these events posted this review on amazon.com. It
confirmed my worries about Dr. Greer, and felt compelled to share it with all of
you.

-

Knowledge Seeker's review of Hidden Truth, Forbidden Knowledge:

"During his CSETI workshop I was dismayed at the real Dr. Greer, November
15, 2009 By Knowledge Seeker (California) - See all my reviews

I followed Dr. Greer's activities with enthusiasm since 2001 when he
established the Disclosure Project. I read his books, watched his interviews
and listened to his meditation CD's. I liked everything the man seemed to be
about and shared his views on the need to inform the public about the
presence of extraterrestrial visitors on Earth, the importance of establishing
peaceful contact with these visitors, in developing free or low cost overunity
energy technologies that would clean the planet, eliminate conflict between
nations, and bring about a dignified quality of life and abundance to people all
over the world. I still share these goals.

So it was with great excitement that I signed up for a CSETI presentation and
a one day workshop with Dr. Greer that took place on November 13 and 14,
2009 in Costa Mesa, California to experience and learn CSETI's contact
protocol and to determine whether it would be worthwhile enrolling in a week
long CSETI outing with Dr. Greer. Surprisingly, my pre-conceived opinion
about Dr. Greer's character began to disintegrate as I listened to his
presentation. It was disheartening to discover he is excessively fascinated with
himself, prone to indulge in name dropping and in bragging about his fantastic
'high end' and/or 'in the know' contacts and connections, not to mention the
multitude of outlandish remarks he makes with a straight face, such as his
impact on the rogue MAJESTIC secret government. So much so, that
according to him, he "rejected a TWO BILLION dollars payout to shut up and
abandon the ET disclosure issue".

Needless to say, that night I left the auditorium less enthusiastic about what
Dr. Greer is all about. But it was not until the workshop and the outing next day
that my opinion about him really changed - unfortunately for the worst.

Again, during the workshop Dr. Greer devoted some time to self admiration
while attempting to appear humble by saying, "I'm just a country doctor from
North Carolina". By then, I was becoming quite uncomfortable about him but
as the workshop progressed my discomfort turned into dismay as I watched
how rudely he treated some attendees who asked valid questions or made
harmless remarks but whose timing or subject he deemed "inappropriate". I
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was truly shocked and could not believe my ears and eyes as I watched him
lash at them with such scornful contempt. It was so bad that I wondered if this
man was consciously trying to chase these people away. Dr. Greer claims to
have experienced meditative Samadhi or oneness with all. If so, one would
think he would have achieved a certain degree of enlightenment and a sense
of kinship toward his fellow men. Why then was he so harsh and unkind? Did
he forget these people paid a significant amount of money not only to listen
but to ask questions as well?

The worst and most disheartening part of this experience was witnessing the
CSETI's field contact protocol. At the site, a number of devices such as a radio
transmitter, magnetometer, radar detectors, infrared scope, etc. were
arranged. Even though I don't doubt Dr. Greer may have had several ET
experiences in the past, what I observed in the field that night is inconsistent
with his hyperbolic claims suggesting he can vector ETs and make them
appear. His actions and the facts demonstrated that at the very least this is a
bold exaggeration. Not surprisingly, to cover up for this assertion Dr. Greer
made sure to bring out a series of possibilities for a 'no show' prior to the field
excursion. According to him, sometimes the ETs might not appear because,
"there is someone in the group without good intent and a clean heart" or "the
ETs feel threatened by US military" or "even though they won't fully materialize
they will manifest in a thousand other ways".

Conveniently, there were plenty of people at hand, mostly staff, who would
come forward to state that while meditating they saw this or heard that. Most
amusing though were Dr. Greer's remarks at the beeps and sounds made by
his electronic equipment. You see, according to him an ET he named Walter
communicates via one of these electronic devices and Dr. Greer is able to
recognize which beeps he makes. Additionally, the large quantity of "WOW!"
and "Oh my God!" remarks coming out of Dr. Greer's mouth over unseen or
imaginary nonevents was sadly hilarious. Often times he would point his mega
laser beam at some spot in the sky and claim he was seeing a partly
materialized ET craft. Of course, any one else saw nothing even though,
according to him, many significant events were taking place that night because
"we were such a great group". To make matters worse, Dr. Greer
supplemented the lack of any occurrence with information he received via
"remote viewing".

I found this charade insulting to my intelligence, intuitiveness and psychic
sensibilities. I know ETs were not present that night and I would have
respected Dr. Greer if he had been forthright and acknowledged the fact that
there was no activity. I would understand; it happens.

Because I experienced first hand Dr. Greer's tendency to fabricate, exaggerate
and embellish nonevents at the CSETI field trip, it then follows that the
accuracy and validity of everything he claims in his books is in question since
it's evident that, at the very least, he stretches the truth to the point where it
becomes short of being an outright lie.

In the past, whenever I would read negative reviews about Dr. Greer,
especially ones describing him as a self centered narcissist, I would reject
them and conclude they were made by people who couldn't handle the truth.
But based on what I saw and experienced first hand, it appears Dr. Greer is in
love with himself, and because he sees himself above others, he dislikes most
people. However, he desperately craves attention so he created this ET
disclosure platform to attract as large an audience as possible in order to
obtain the recognition and adulation he sorely needs. In essence, regardless
of the message, this messenger is so flawed one must question the purity and
true nature of his motivations. His books, conferences and CSETI outings may
be more about the money they bring than the message itself.

Furthermore, unless you enjoy watching people being mistreated by Dr. Greer
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and don't mind embarking on a pathetic farce, I recommend you put your
money elsewhere instead of spending it in any of his CSETI's excursions.

UPDATE 12/4/2009: In a letter sent to Dr. Greer, CIA director James Woolsey,
his wife Suzanne, and two others, refute Dr. Greer's claims regarding his
alleged "briefing" to them. To read this letter in its entirety please google: greer
woolsey ufo watch dog.

Also, astronaut Ed Mitchell refutes claims made by Dr. Greer in Jeff Rense's
website. To read Mitchell's statement please google: ed mitchell unhappy with
greer. "

I just believe we need to see all information...including what people close to Greer have to
say about him.

zzripz
Stranger

Registered:

12/23/08

Posts: 3,399

Loc: Manchester,

UK

Last seen: 4 hours,

47 minutes

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: sloantbone]
    #18170256 - 04/26/13 03:35 AM (5 days, 17 hours ago)

Yes, all this is not new to me. I just tried to find info about this Greer fellow I have picked
up over time. I coulda swore I had made a 'steven greer file' but cannot see it so it may be
in another one. If i come across it I will add it.

For one he is a muscle mary, and they are usually narcissistic--posing in front of mirrors
and what have you, and their need for their pumped up bodies is often to compensate for
how they feel inside.

To me he is a shyster, speeling out these broken-record anecdotes and name-dropping to
just spin this tale. he had TWO so-called projects titled differently where he was begging
for LOTS of money from people, claiming that because the powers that be are against it,
'we the people' must fund the free energy technology. NOT ONE fuking gasdget as come
from this. God knows how much money he, and whoever is part of the scam has got, and
IF it were true he knew a Rockefeller why would he even HAVE to ask the 'cattle' or
'useless eaters'(which is supposed what the elite thinks of us) anyhow??!

In that film I was more interested hearing about those other inventors etc, and had paused
it at the past mid-way poart where I was seeing witnesses describe their UFO encounters.
But your right---we have every reason to question this man Greer, and his INCESSANT
need for our money.
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sloantbone
Stranger from the

next universe

 

Registered:

02/15/11

Posts: 1,040

Loc: Canada 

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: zzripz]
    #18171092 - 04/26/13 10:57 AM (5 days, 10 hours ago)

I definitely dig that he is bringing about more awareness about other intelligent life forms
in our multi universe having visitation and interaction on our world.

Awareness on this subject is always a benefit.

Unfortunately the man is like the rest of us, flawed with being a human being.

Us human beings are not a very intelligent or intellectual entity.
We certainly were not designed for intelligence at all.
Our ignorance and fears often over power our ability to use common sense and
reasoning. We have a terrible memory, and it is only short term.

I can't fault him for being human, but I can try to understand better what motivates him to
give a damn to spread awareness.

For one thing you and I have to admit, it takes a heck of a lot of balls to take a stand on
anything and go public as an advocate.

Historically, we tend to kill the messenger.

Moonshoe

Registered:

05/28/04

Posts: 5,326

Loc: Canada

Last seen: 10

minutes, 55

seconds

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: sloantbone]
    #18173041 - 04/26/13 06:28 PM (5 days, 2 hours ago)

It was a great documentary in my opinion. My father and I watched it and it hit all the key
points in a skillful way, weaving the major conspiracies into a rather masterful narrative. It
is well worth a watch. In my opinion the debate about whether or not alien extraterrestrial
life is present on earth is over. The preponderance of evidence is absolutely
overwhelming. Non-human intelligent beings are here and have been for a long time.
Anyone who denies this at this point is in my opinion in a similar position to those who
argued that the sun revolved around the earth after Galileo proved otherwise. To say
humans are alone in the universe and that no extraterrestrial craft are in our skies is like
arguing the world is flat.

Some people just haven't don't the research yet, so they are ignorant of the evidence,
which is fair enough, not everyone has time to learn the truth.

Many others are just profoundly uncomfortable with the truth and prefer to deny it for that
reason.

I highly recommend the documentary "the day before disclosure". It is absolutely superb
and in my opinion it is the best documentary to show to someone who does not yet know
or believe in the alien presence. It will convince anyone with an open mind.

--------------------

CidneyIndole
www.shroomery.OG

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: Moonshoe]
    #18182449 - 04/28/13 06:49 PM (3 days, 2 hours ago)
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Registered:

05/16/05

Posts: 3,573

Loc: Love's Secret

Domain

Oh hell yeah. Didn't know this was out. Heard about it a while ago and have been waiting.

Thanks for the heads up, OP!

--------------------
------------------------
I am me. We are You.

Moonshoe

Registered:

05/28/04

Posts: 5,326

Loc: Canada

Last seen: 10

minutes, 55

seconds

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: CidneyIndole]
    #18182470 - 04/28/13 06:56 PM (3 days, 2 hours ago)

It really is a well made, entertaining, informative and thought provoking documentary. If
anyone can find a link to a free streaming copy, please post it here. I did so easily a few
days ago, but cant seem to find it again now.

--------------------

CidneyIndole
www.shroomery.OG

 

Registered:

05/16/05

Posts: 3,573

Loc: Love's Secret

Domain

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: Moonshoe]
    #18183569 - 04/28/13 10:08 PM (2 days, 23 hours ago)

Quote:

Moonshoe said:

It really is a well made, entertaining, informative and thought provoking
documentary. If anyone can find a link to a free streaming copy, please post it
here. I did so easily a few days ago, but cant seem to find it again now.

Looks like they're pulling a lot of these down. There are quite a number of torrents
available. And as someone pointed out in a comment on the piratebay:

Quote:

I also find it funny this movie preaches against the rich keeping people from
free information and intuitive developments, yet they themselves are
suppressing the information you and I payed to have, but only at a cost.[
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...which I found kind of amusing.

This link seems to work...for now:

--------------------
------------------------
I am me. We are You.

Moonshoe

Registered:

05/28/04

Posts: 5,326

Loc: Canada

Last seen: 10

minutes, 55

seconds

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: CidneyIndole]
    #18183584 - 04/28/13 10:10 PM (2 days, 23 hours ago)

Thank you! Everyone should take this opportunity to watch it while they can! Five
shrooms!

--------------------

unknown1123
Experimental

 

Registered:

05/15/08

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: Moonshoe]
    #18184450 - 04/29/13 01:45 AM (2 days, 19 hours ago)
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Posts: 4,390

--------------------

zzripz
Stranger

Registered:

12/23/08

Posts: 3,399

Loc: Manchester,

UK

Last seen: 4 hours,

47 minutes

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: CidneyIndole]
    #18185139 - 04/29/13 07:58 AM (2 days, 13 hours ago)

OK I now have completed watching the full video! Thanks.

Some questions: Some here claim that they feel chated in having to pay to watch it. Can
you remind me what Greer was asking for to fund this video, and did he promise it was
gonna be free? I am curious.

ALSO does anyone know whay he likes to call his site Sirius and this movie is called
Sirius.
I ask because the other day I was reading an explanation of the Great Seal which is on
the dollar bill etc of the Pyramid and ALL-Seeing-Eye, and it said that the light source
shoing behind the eye was not the sun but Sirius, and thus everyone is carrying a symbol
glorifying the Illuminati's favoured luminary. So I am wondering when Greer uses that
luminary for his stuff? Anyone know?

Moonshoe

Registered:

05/28/04

Posts: 5,326

Loc: Canada

Last seen: 10

minutes, 55

seconds

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: zzripz]
    #18185812 - 04/29/13 11:43 AM (2 days, 9 hours ago)

I dont know much about Sirius other than that it is called "the dog star" for some reason.
Greer, in principle, has as much right to charge for his creative work as any hollywood
movie company, but as with any hollywood movie, I would rather pirate a free copy.

Along with the Pleiades, Orion, and Zeta Reticulli, Sirius seems to be a preferred theory
for the origin of some extraterrestrials, but I have no idea why.

--------------------
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SuperSilver
Free Thinker

Registered:

04/29/13

Posts: 5

Loc: London

Last seen: 2 hours,

26 minutes

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: Moonshoe]
    #18188729 - 04/29/13 08:46 PM (2 days, 26 minutes ago)

Overall I enjoyed the documentary, and anticipated it for a while after listening to the Joe
Rogan podcast where he was a guest. I totally appreciate the documentary, however the
funding issue is one that I really can't get my head around.

I understand people have to be paid and stuff like that, but once the documentary was
already paid for by donations, it takes a lot of audacity to then charge the public yet again
for something they have already paid for. If it wasn't for that issue I would hold Steven
Greer in a much higher regard. I still very much respect him and am grateful for his work,
but the money issue is a little too much for me to fathom. It really takes away from the
credibility of the whole project in my opinion, especially for something they want to be
considered as a "disclosure", it's not much a disclosure if you have to pay for the privilege.

Not only that, but they were so aggressive at taking down pirated copies on the internet, it
makes me ask "what's more important, the disclosure or the money?".

--------------------
They who can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety, deserve neither
liberty nor safety.
- Benjamin Franklin

psyconaught
Licker of toads

Registered:

11/04/10

Posts: 2,057

Loc: southern

oregon

Last seen: 12

minutes, 5 seconds

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: SuperSilver]
    #18188888 - 04/29/13 09:15 PM (1 day, 23 hours ago)

just finished it. while i did enjoy it i was rather underwhelmed. The lead up to it was
making it sound like some great new revolutionary info was gonna be released to the
public, but there was nothing really extraordinary about anything presented. Overall my
response was "Eh"

--------------------
Think for yourself, question authority

Drewsifer69
I'm Awesome

 

Registered:

05/21/12

Posts: 1,141

Last seen: 38

minutes, 57

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: psyconaught]
    #18191233 - 04/30/13 10:13 AM (1 day, 10 hours ago)

I liked how around 25 minutes in he described his near death experience from when he
was 17. He said he was in deep space and felt a oneness with EVERYthing...

Sounds alot like a DMT trip to me. Maybe there might be some truth to the "theory" that
DMT is produced in the pineal gland and sent out near death... Just maybe

--------------------
I am a pathological liar. Anything I say is a complete lie!

***My Trade List***
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seconds

Moonshoe

Registered:

05/28/04

Posts: 5,326

Loc: Canada

Last seen: 10

minutes, 55

seconds

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: SuperSilver]
    #18191508 - 04/30/13 11:41 AM (1 day, 9 hours ago)

Quote:

SuperSilver said:

Overall I enjoyed the documentary, and anticipated it for a while after listening
to the Joe Rogan podcast where he was a guest. I totally appreciate the
documentary, however the funding issue is one that I really can't get my head
around.

I understand people have to be paid and stuff like that, but once the
documentary was already paid for by donations, it takes a lot of audacity to
then charge the public yet again for something they have already paid for. If it
wasn't for that issue I would hold Steven Greer in a much higher regard. I still
very much respect him and am grateful for his work, but the money issue is a
little too much for me to fathom. It really takes away from the credibility of the
whole project in my opinion, especially for something they want to be
considered as a "disclosure", it's not much a disclosure if you have to pay for
the privilege.

Not only that, but they were so aggressive at taking down pirated copies on
the internet, it makes me ask "what's more important, the disclosure or the
money?".

I totally agree with you , however , If the profits from the first documentary go towards a
second project of equal quality I would be happy - and ill pirate that one too.

--------------------

b0red5tiff
NWO

Disinformation

Agent

 

Registered:

09/16/06

Posts: 18,432

 Re: Sirius world premiere & implications.Sirius Movie

(Full Documentary)  [Re: Moonshoe]
    #18192499 - 04/30/13 03:57 PM (1 day, 5 hours ago)

Why shouldnt you PAY for a product? You want everything free, you move to Soviet
Russia. The guy put together a documentary, the world runs on money, he deserves it.

--------------------
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¤¤¤ My huge wall painting, take a look ¤¤¤
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CSETI Guru Greer's Claim Of

ET/UFO Briefing From CIA

Director Disputed
by: Royce Myers, III

 

In Stephen Greer's book, Extraterrestrial Contact, Greer

claimed to have been directly briefed about UFOs by R. James

Woolsey, the former director of the CIA, at a dinner party.

Shortly after Greer published his book with his apparently

exaggerated account of what had taken place, Woolsey and

others present at the dinner sent Greer a letter trying to set the

record straight. While this is old news, ufowatchdog.com

recently received a copy of the letter that, as far as I know, has

never been published on the Internet. We present this letter here

for your perusal...
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From Dr. Jack Sarfatti sarfatti@well.com

Subject: Astronaut Ed Mitchell on Washington Times story of the

Greer UFO Disclosure Conference

To: Edgar Mitchell

Organization: Internet Science Education Project

5-13-1

"Steve Greer...began to overreach his data continuously"

- Edgar Mitchell
 

 

Edgar Mitchell) Jack, et al: The Washington Times (story)

on UFO disclosure mentions my name as a witness for the

Disclosure Project -- which I am not ...and have not been.
 

(Jack Sarfatti) I am not surprised at all. If you look to see

who is running that CSETI Horse and Pony Disinfo Show &

Tell you will recognize familiar names. Consider the source.

As a Navy man and NASA Astronaut who really was Out

There, you know what I mean. :-)
 

(Edgar Mitchell) I cooperated with Steve Greer some years

ago, but he began to overreach his data continuously,

necessitating a withdrawal by myself, and, I believe, several

others. I have requested to be removed from any web site,

announcements, etc., but see that has not taken place.
 

(Jack Sarfatti) Typical of politically-based influence

operations. The real motive of the Press Club Event was the
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issue of militarization of space not UFOs, on which

reasonable well meaning people can differ of course. Since

many millions of voters believe UFOs are real, getting

control of the UFO movement clearly is a top priority for all

the players.
 

(Edgar Mitchell) Although I firmly believe it is time for

openness and disclosure by government, I object to being

misused in this fashion and acquire guilt by association with

certain claims that simply are not true.
 

(Jack Sarfatti) I feel exactly as you do. I think you, Don

Ecker and I see it eye-to-eye on this one.
 

(Edgar Mitchell) I, nor any crew I was on (I was on three

Apollo crews), received any briefing before or after flights

on UFO events, saw anything in space suggesting UFOs or

structures on the moon, etc. We did it just like we said in

official reports. My only claim to knowledge of these events

is from the individuals, mostly of yesteryear, who were in

government, intelligence, or military; were there, saw what

they saw, and now believe it should be made public. But I

claim no first hand knowledge, nor have any. Pass it on to

the rest of the net, if you will.
 

--Edgar Mitchell
 

(Jack Sarfatti) Is The Pope Catholic? Pass it on. I certainly

will. :-)
 

 

 

Comment
 

'Disclosure Project' Oversteps Bounds
 

From Jason Leigh jasonsos@digitex.net

5-14-1
 

To all,
 

First, thanks to Dan of UFOzone for sending me this article:

http://www.rense.com/general10/mitch.htm from Jeff

Rense's one-of-a-kind excellent world news website.
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Second: Dr. Steven Greer used my copyrighted UFO videos

to sell, promote and include in his past 'paid public lectures,'

without my expressed permission.
 

He showed my stated UFO video tape (of June 11, 1995, (c)

by Jason Leigh) to the U.S. Congress in 1997, as was

verified by Dr. Bob Hieronimus (and was mentioned to my

surprise on one of our 'on-air' radio interviews), who was

present at that U.S. Congress meeting conducted by Dr.

Greer, again: without my written, or expressed permission.

A blatant copyright infringement . . .
 

I wrote to Dr. Greer, who at first, denied having ever showed

this footage, but then recanted when I wrote him back and

related what Dr. Bob Hieronimus had told me, stating that he

(Dr. Greer) had,"forgotten."
 

Now, I certainly didn't mind--and was actually proud that my

UFO footage was included in the presentation to the U.S.

Congress back in 1997, but NOT when it was used in 'paid

lectures' presented to the public and was also included in his

UFO promotional videotape--which was also 'sold' for

purposes for profit, or monetary gain: yet another copyright

infringement.
 

Since the amazing broad daylight UFO was videotaped by

me on June 11, 1995, I have invested over $5,000 to date to

present this 'proven' footage to the world--for free. But when

another would take (or steal) this copyrighted footage and

profit from it without so much as a 'howdy do' to me, it

certainly would have put most anyone in a mood of

discontent.
 

It seems that the stories we have all heard of Dr. Greer and

his 'non-profit' organization ('non-profit' meaning he does

not offer any moneies towards charites--only towards the

'Disclosure Project') 'using' other people's research, names

and photographs to promote his own project is such a

derogatory issue, that we should all be infuriated by this

inexcusable conduct.
 

I, for one, am bewildered at the attentions he has been able

to reap via the paranormal and major media in his
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'Disclosure Project,' which should have a post-script to it by

giving credit where credit is due to the many HUNDREDS

of people he has used as well as the above mentioned thief

and misuse of other people's work and names, usually, and

apparently: without their consent. He should be brought up

on charges for his illegal actions in an attempt to force the

U.S. government to admit to the reality of UFOs, but this

would just bring yet another collective 'black eye' to this

field of research, which is scared enough by the countless

others who have perpetrated hoaxes and lies, most assuredly

for personal profit and gain.
 

Will I sue Dr. Greer for infringing upon, and profiting from,

my copyrighted video of the UFO? I am not sure at this

point, although others in this field have suggested that I

should--and must.
 

What say ye?
 

I affirm that the above is true, and correct. Jason Leigh

http://jasonleigh.org
 

Comment

Dear Mr. Bassett:
 

With respect, the majority of the MUFON members who we

surveyed believed the Greer "Disclosure Project" was

unsuccessful. Moreover, most thought it set back Ufology.

Here were some of their reasons:
 

Ufology was mixed with other issues -- like Space Based

defense deployment. Space systems are a primary focus of

the Bush administration. And, are were to think that sworn

officers and esteemed graduates of West Point, Annapolis

and the Air Force Academy are dupes who do not hold the

U.S. public's interest in defense matters?
 

Witnesses were publicly known prior to the disclosure --

none were insiders. Only one person that he eye-witnessed

(ET) alien bodies. When asked what ETs looked like,

Clifford Stone's statement was ludicrous. Mr. Bassett, were

these the best of 400 witnesses that Dr. Greer vetted?
 

ET's are not hostile... What then do we do with the work of
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Dr. Jacobs (and 50 years of UFO/ET studies by other

researchers), abductees, ET hybrids, implants, cattle, human

mutilations and hostile acts (Brazil and South Africa).
 

Mr. Bassett, unless Congress acts, your new Paradigm Clock

setting at 11:59 PM should be reconsidered...
 

Respectfully,

Jerry Glass,

Director MUFON

Riverside County, CA
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